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Introduction
Natural orifice transluminal endoscopic surgery

(NOTES) is an exciting and rapidly evolving area

of surgery that may eventually provide the

previously unattainable goal of scarless, and

potentially pain free, surgery. Although a patent

detailing the prospective therapy was filed in

1994, it was not until 2004 that interest

flourished in this area, progressing quickly from

largely investigative techniques in porcine models

to the first two human NOTES cholecystectomies,

which were performed almost simultaneously in

Europe and the USA in April 2007.

History of minimally invasive surgery
Although the first laparoscopic cholecystectomy

was performed by Erich Muhe in 1985, and was

initially rejected by the German Surgical Society

Congress as an irresponsible and reckless

procedure,1 the theory behind minimally invasive

surgery has been explored for over a century. In

1901 another German surgeon, Georg Kelling,

insufflated the abdominal cavity of a dog using a

cystoscope, and explored its abdomen;

unfortunately, as with many pioneers, his

techniques were ignored by the medical

community of the time.2 Later, in the 1930s,

laparoscopes and lenses were eventually used for

diagnostic procedures and some limited

gynaecological procedures.3 Laparoscopic

cholecystectomy represented the first major

development in applying minimally invasive

procedures to human patients. In 1987, Mouret

performed a laparoscopic cholecystectomy with

the technique that would eventually become

standard procedure.4 In spite of virulent

opposition from some members of the surgical

community, in 1992 the technique was declared

safe, effective and the treatment of choice for

cholecystitis and symptomatic cholelithiasis.5 In

relative terms, the open cholecystectomy had

been supplanted almost overnight by the

laparoscopic procedure. The next logical step is

to further pursue the legendary surgeon and

anatomist John Hunter’s declaration in 1762 that

“surgery, gaining much from the general advance

of knowledge, will be rendered both knifeless,

and bloodless”.6 NOTES is the next step in

fulfilling that aim.
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Summary
Natural orifice transluminal endoscopic
surgery (NOTES) is an exciting and rapidly
evolving area of surgery, which has
progressed quickly from mainly investigative
techniques in porcine models. NOTES uses
traditional endoscopic means, such as
gastroscopy, to gain access to potential sites
of peritoneal access. A transgastric approach
has proven most popular for animal studies,
and the first human NOTES cholecystectomy
was recently performed as a transvaginal
procedure. The development of NOTES is still
at an embryonic stage and not recognised as
best standard of care; however, it potentially
offers an exciting prospect: painless, scarless
surgery, with quicker postoperative discharge.
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What is NOTES?
NOTES uses traditional endoscopic means, such as gastroscopy, to gain

access to potential sites of peritoneal access. Thus far, a transgastric

approach has proven most popular for animal studies, with the potential

for liver biopsy,7 fallopian tube ligation,8 cholecystectomy,9

gastrojejunostomy,10 and debridement of a necrotic pancreas having

been demonstrated.11,12 Patient positioning for gastric access varies

according to procedure.7-12 Other access sites may prove equally

rewarding, including transvaginal,13 transcolonic,14 and transvesical.15

Currently, surgical protocols differ with respect to mode of access. For

gastric or colonic access, a single channel endoscope and an over-tube is

initially introduced, and luminal contents are suctioned and then lavaged

with saline and cefazolin to decrease the incidence of postoperative

peritonitis.9-10 Next, a double-channel gastroscope is introduced, and a

gastrotomy is performed. Methods used for the gastrotomy include the

needle-knife, insulation-tipped (IT) knife, pull-type sphincterotome, or

controlled radial expansion (CRE) balloon.16 The gastroscope is further

advanced into the peritoneal cavity, and manipulations may then be

performed using standard endoscopic instruments. Following a

procedure, the gastroscope is withdrawn, and the incision in the

gastric/colonic wall is closed with endoclips, or with specialised prototype

endoscopic suturing devices placed in the stomach.15

The first human NOTES cholecystectomy was recently performed as a

transvaginal procedure (with a 2mm abdominal incision to allow

insufflation of the peritoneal cavity),6 and the Mayo Clinic has recently

reported a successful human demonstration that transvesical access may

be used to access the prostate.13

Potential benefits of therapy 
over existing procedures
Laparoscopy, when finally accepted by the medical community following

the pioneering work of Muhe and Mouret, radically changed the future

of surgery. However, it did not come without problems. It undoubtedly

had many advantages over open surgery, such as reduced blood loss,

reduced postoperative pain, shorter recovery time, and a reduced risk of

infection of internal organs. With the development of NOTES, however,

we are forced to look at the disadvantages of laparoscopy and how they

can be eliminated.

The first issue is postoperative pain. The long-term effects or proposed

advantages in decreased postoperative pain using NOTES over

laparoscopy have not yet been researched in detail.17 Postoperative pain

is believed to be associated with the amount of tissue manipulated

during surgery; however, laparoscopic patients often have a high need

for analgesia postoperatively.18 In the case of the woman who

underwent transvaginal cholecystectomy in the Institute of Digestive

Cancer Research in September 2007, she experienced no postoperative

pain;6 although further research into the area is required, it appears that

reduced postoperative pain may offer a realistic benefit of NOTES over

laparoscopy. Another proposed advantage of NOTES is reduced

postoperative recovery time. Again, more research must be done in this

area; however, based on the first human NOTES procedures, recovery

time may be  significantly reduced.6 In the transvaginal cholecystectomy

discussed above,6 the patient in question was discharged on the second

postoperative day. At the follow-up visit, 10 days after surgery, the

patient had resumed full activity and was not suffering any discharge,

bleeding or discomfort.6 Additional benefits of NOTES over laparoscopy

are the elimination of wound infections, scars and incisional hernias.

Potential negative implications of therapy
Although the majority of articles to date present NOTES as a

revolutionary technique with a firm place in the future of surgery, there

have been sceptics. In particular, invited critique of the transvaginal

cholecystectomy case report offers the view that although a transvaginal

approach may be less physically invasive, many women may find the

procedure far more emotionally invasive. In addition, it is argued that the

complication rate, and the cost of training staff to perform NOTES, may

not be justifiable at the present time.6,17

Current status
When laparoscopy first emerged, it was surrounded by constant debate

and controversy.15 To avoid the same problem occuring in regard to

NOTES, several steps have been taken. On July 22-23, 2005, 14 leaders

from the American Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ASGE) and the

Society of American Gastrointestinal and Endoscopic Surgeons (SAGES)

met in New York City.19 The group agreed that the term ‘natural orifice

transluminal endoscopic surgery’ (NOTES) best described the emerging

field, and identified the working group as the Natural Orifice Surgery

Consortium for Assessment and Research (NOSCAR).19 At the first

meeting they discussed the barriers that had yet to be overcome and the

future of NOTES. They emphasised the need for development to be

carried out by interdisciplinary teams of surgeons and

gastroenterologists, and stated that any human procedures must be

performed only with institutional review board (IRB) approval.19 The first

international conference on NOTES was held in Scottsdale, Arizona, on

March 9-11, 2006.20 Over 140 physicians and surgeons worked on

overcoming the barriers as identified by the original working group.20

Both groups agreed that NOTES will develop into a mainstream clinical

capability in the near future.19,20 Recently the first succesful human

transvaginal cholecystectomy was performed,6 and NOTES is currently

used for a number of different procedures. For example, transgastric

drainage of pseudocysts is the standard of care in many endoscopic

centres worldwide.11 Transgastric endoscopic pancreatic debridement

has been reported, with good short-term results in patients who were

deemed high-risk surgical candidates.12 Transgastric appendectomies

have been performed in India, but results have yet to be published.17

Other procedures that have been performed include endoluminal

therapies for reflux disease,21,22 and cadaveric endoluminal

appendectomies performed during colonoscopy.14

Barriers yet to be overcome
Although the idea of scarless and potentially painless surgery is an

exciting and optimistic prospect for the future, NOTES is only in the very

early stages of development and there are many problems to be

overcome before it reaches widespread physician acceptance. These

obstacles were discussed at the first meeting of NOSCAR in October

2005.19 The first of these complications is peritoneal access. This, in itself,
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is not a problem, but the optimal technique to be used and the

optimal location for access are as yet unknown. Another issue that

needs to be addressed is gastric closure. Anastomotic leaks are seen

in up to 10% of laparoscopic gastrojejunostomies, so a 100%

reliable means of gastric closure must be established for the full

advantages of NOTES over laparoscopy to be recognised.19

Intraperitoneal infection is a major risk involved in using the

transgastric route to gain access to the peritoneal cavity.19 Another

major problem with NOTES is that because it is a relatively new

innovation, many of the tools that are currently available to

surgeons and gastroenterologists are not suitable for transluminal

surgery. However, these technical difficulties are surmountable and,

in fact, some of the tools needed for NOTES, such as 2-channel

endoscopes, are already available.19 One of the potential drawbacks

to transluminal surgery is the debate over who would perform these

procedures: surgeons or gastroenterologists.17 During the current

early stages of NOTES, it is clear that a multidisciplinary team is

required for any institution that wishes to perform NOTES. If NOTES

is to proceed into the future and be accepted as a reliable

replacement for laparoscopy, training programmes must incorporate

a multidisciplinary team.

Conclusion
It would be foolish to say that the development of NOTES is in anything

more than an embryonic stage. Although human procedures are being

developed, none of these are recognised as a best standard of care, or

indeed preferable to any current therapies. Any positive findings are

based on a tiny number of human case reports and extensive animal

model research, which, although promising, must be shown to translate

to a quantifiable benefit for patients. However, if the problems are

proven to be surmountable, NOTES does offer an exciting prospect:

potentially painless, scarless surgery, with quicker postoperative

discharge. The inception of NOSCAR provides a cohesive, structured

environment for the development and furthering of NOTES, providing

the opportunity for this technique to have its place in the future 

of surgery.
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